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Industrial Facilities Bulletin #0795

Carbon Dioxide Fire Suppression
and Inerting —

Coal Silos & Bunkers
Supplement A —

System Design, Operation & Use

Carbon dioxide (CO ) vapor is used for the protection of coal silos by2

preventing or controlling �res caused by the spontaneous ignition of
coal. The CO is applied to create an inert atmosphere in the void space2

above the coal and is injected into the coal to control a smoldering �re
buried in the silo or bunker.

A proper system is engineered so as to meet reasonable perfor-
mance criteria, but creating the system design parameters presents
some challenges. For inerting the void space in the silo, it is unknown
how full the silo will be (i.e. how big the void space will be). Similarly,
to e�ect control over a smoldering coal �re by injecting CO into the2

coal, (A) it is unknown which path the CO �ow will take from the2

injection points to the "hot spot" (i.e. how much coal is between the
two), (B) it is unknown howmuch CO will leak from the silo or bunker;2

and (C) it is unknown howmuch of the CO will be adsorbed by the coal.2

We can’t really document answers to these questions, as there are
no “standards” that apply. So we rely on experience.

When injected from a properly designed system into the void space
and into the coal by a continuous discharge, experience shows that a
CO gas volume equal to one gross volume of the coal vessel (silo or2

bunker) will usually be enough for the CO vapor to both inert the void2

space and penetrate the coal to reach the buried burning coal and start
the �re suppression process.

Continual CO application will reduce or eliminate oxygen at the2

point of the burning and cause the smoldering coal to cool and the �re
to be extinguished over time.

So, assuming it takes one volume of CO to star t the extinguishing2

process in the system design, how long should it take to discharge this
one volume? Again we don't have any "Standard" to use. These �res
develop slowly, so urgent application is usually not required. Cheme-
tron's experience is that an 8 hour work shift is a good target �gure to
use in the design. Injecting the CO too rapidly will result in an ine�-2

cient application, while injecting the CO too slowly will unnecessarily2

slow the process.
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When starting the inerting procedure, Chemetron guishment. With reducedoxidationof thecoal, thenew
recommends that an inert (>65% CO ) atmosphere be heatgeneratedwill be less than that lost by conduction,2

establishedabovethecoalas soonaspossible. This calls causing the burning coal to cool. The rate of cooling
for directing the CO �ow to the top of the silo �rst. The will depend on the size of themass of the burning coal.2

initial discharge of CO vapor should be as gentle as2

practical tominimize formation of a coal dust cloud in NOTE
the explosive range.

NOTE

THECO PIPINGSHOULDHAVEAPROPERGROUND(EARTH) CONNEC- WORKING. THECO SYSTEMISDESIGNEDSOTHATANOPERATORCAN2

TIONTOPREVENTASTATICBUILDUP, WHICHWILLHELPMINIMIZETHE INCREASECO FLOWTO SPEEDUPCONTROLORDECREASEFLOWTO
POTENTIALOFASTATICDISCHARGEBEINGANIGNITIONSOURCE. CONSERVECO ,ASINDICATEDBYMONITORINGTHESILOATMOSPHERE.

MonitoringCO concentration in the void space can2

be done by portable or �xed instruments.

After the 65% CO level is reached above the coal,2

the CO �ow to this area can be cut back, allowing CO2 2

vapor injection into thecoal tobeaccelerated. However,
continued slow CO �ow into the void space is recom-2

mended to maintain the inert CO "blanket" over the2

coal.

Burning coal will give o� gases (primarily carbon
monoxide with somemethane), which can be used to
detect a �re and tomonitor the e�ectiveness of the CO2

application. An increase in o�-gassing indicates in-
creased burning, while a decrease indicates the �re
control process is under way.

TheCO vaporshouldbe injectedwhere spontane-2

ous ignition is most likely to occur. This is usually at the
transition point where the silo changes from cylindrical
toconical,which is thepointof slowest coalmovement.
With the injection point being near the bottom of the
silo, the CO will �ll the vessel from the bottom up2

during the continuous discharge. (The CO is 1.5 times2

heavier than air).

NOTE

IT IS IMPORTANTTHATTHEOUTLET VALVEAT THEBOTTOMOFTHESILO
BESEALEDASTIGHTLYASPOSSIBLE.

Once thehot spot(s) is immersed inCO vapor, “�re2

control” is established. The higher the CO level (lower2

oxygen level) and the longer it is held, the more com-
plete the control becomes, until the point of full extin-

AS MENTIONEDABOVE, IT IS COMMONPRACTICE TO MONITOR FOR
CARBONMONOXIDEIN THEATMOSPHEREINASILO TODETECTWHEN
THEREISAFIREINTHECOALANDTOMONITORHOWWELLTHECO IS2

2

2

2

System Actuation

The CO is stored as liquid in the system storage2

unit. When the inerting is started, the master valve at
the storage unit is opened by operation of the "system
start" electrical control or plant PLC. This operates a 3-
way solenoidpilot control valve,which in turn, using CO2

vapor pressure, opens the pressure operated master
valve. The use of the inerting system is annunciated in
the Control Room.

Opening themaster valve allowsCO liquid to �ow2

to the vaporizer, which changes it from liquid to vapor.
CO vapor must be used in the coal injection because2

liquid CO , when released to atmospheric pressure,2

creates “dry ice,” which will block injection points.

The vaporizer is a "direct to process" type that
operates on demand, so it can be switched on and left
on. As the "cold" CO liquid enters the vaporizer,2

thermostaticallyoperatedheater elements (platens) are
turnedon toprovide theheatof vaporization to change
the liquid CO to vapor.2

NOTE

THERATINGOFTHEVAPORIZERISBASEDONCHANGINGSTATE (LIQUID
TOVAPOR)ONLY. DOWN-RATINGTHEFLOWCAPACITYOFTHEUNITCAN
BEUSEDTO PROVIDESUPERHEAT TOWARMTHECO , IFNECESSARY.2

For instance,when thecoal iswet, the introduction
of cold vapor can freeze the water in the coal, resulting
in ice blocking the CO vapor injection.2
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To ensure that liquid CO is not discharged from requirements, which gives a midpoint �ow rate in the2

the vaporizer when �ow exceeds the vaporizing capac- range needed. A job speci�c chart is provided that
ity, a thermostatic control will shut o� �ow if the CO shows �ow rates above and below that midpoint for2

outlet temperaturedrops to5F (-15C). When the�ow varying pressures. Total �ow rate is the sum of the �ow
is stopped and the vaporizer has heated the CO above through all nozzles.2

5F, this valve will open again.

Downstreamof thevaporizer, theCO vaporpiping opening the sectionalizing valve with the throttling2

leading to the equipment to be inerted is pressurized valve closed, the piping is closed-ended and will be
when the master valve opens. At each silo there is a quickly pressurized to a constant pressure. When the
sectionalizing (selector) valve that can be used by the throttling valve is opened the �ow rate will be deter-
operator to direct the CO to the speci�c silo to be mined by the pressure applied to the downstream2

inerted. nozzle ori�ce and the size of that ori�ce. Increasing the

Located at the silo is a �ow control scheme (which while �ow is reduced by throttling back.
consists of a throttlingvalvewith adownstreampressure
gauge) in the pipe feeding nozzles at the CO injection Thevapor�ows needed are usually lowenough so2

points. that the sizeandcon�gurationof the feedpipe fromthe

When the system is activated by opening the �ow rate. Good system design ensures this.
master valve at the CO supply, the branch piping up to2

the throttling valve is pressurized. When the throttling The feedpipemustbebig enough to allowenough
valve is opened, the downstreampiping is also pressur- CO to flow so that the pressure at the throttling valve
ized up to the �ow constricting ori�ce union nozzle(s), is adequate for the design. Since the vapor �ow in the
which constrict the �ow at points of CO injection. As feed pipe is low, there is not much pressure drop.2

a result, the CO �ow rate canbe controlled through the (Piping, except at the valves and nozzles, should be at2

nozzle(s) to the coal injection points and out into the least 1".)
void space above the coal. The pressure downstream
of the throttling valve is shown on the pressure gauge. It is important to understand that the rate of vapor
The ori�ce is �xed at a calculated size so that increasing application can be virtually anything youwant tomake
thepressure increases theCO �ow,while throttlingback it and that the rate is controlled by the vaporizer2

reduces the �ow. Thus, �ow is controlled by increasing capacity, the throttling valve, gauge and ori�ce nozzle -
pressure (opening the throttling valve) or decreasing not by the feed pipe. Determining the size of the feed
pressure (closing the throttling valve). The pressure, as pipe necessitates a number of assumptions - which
read on the gauge, is used to calibrate �ow rate. should be conservative enough to ensure that this pipe

NOTE

THEPIPINGFROMTHEVAPORIZERTO THETHROTTLINGVALVE IS SIZED
LARGE ENOUGHSO THAT THEREWILLBE NOAPPRECIABLEPRESSURE
CHANGEAT THETHROTTLINGVALVE INLETOVERTHERANGEOFFLOW
FORWHICHTHESYSTEMISDESIGNED.

Monitoring the CO Flow2

Chemetrondesignstopressuredownstreamof the
throttling valve in the range (0-200) psi (0-1379 kpa).
We generally consider amidpoint design of 90 psi (620
kpa) with a �xed ori�ce nozzle designed to speci�c job

When the CO is released into the piping by2

pressure by opening the valve will increase the �ow,

CO storagecanbeeliminatedasa factor indetermining2

2

cannot be a factor in restricting �ow.

It is important to be able to estimate the �ow to
monitor CO storage quantities. Stubborn �res have2

occurred due to air entry into the bottomof the silowith
associated excessiveCO loss (leakage at the outlet valve2

or through cracks in concrete silos are examples of
conditions causing same). Prolonged CO applications2

will be needed in these cases.

Since theCO storageunit can be re�lledwhile the2

system is in use, it is appropriate to estimate (based on
�ow rate being used at that time) how many hours of
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supply youhave left duringan incident so provision can Standard exists that spells out rates of application as
be made for storage unit re�ll, if needed. there are for CO �re suppression systems in NFPA Stan-

System Shutdown

It is recommended that burning coal in a silo not
be moved (NFPA No. 850).

NOTE

NFPASTANDARDNO.8503,PULVERIZED FUELSYSTEMS ,PROHIBITS
INTRODUCINGBURNINGCOALINTOACOALPULVERIZER.

Therefore, when there is evidence that the �re is
extinguished, the coal can be cleared from the silo by
normal means. However, it is recommended that CO2

vapor (maximum �ow) be directed into the top of the
silo while the coal is being cleared from the silo.

When the silo is clearedand/or �lledwith fresh coal,
the CO can be shut o�.2

Fire Prevention

With reactive coal such as Powder River Basin coal,
when an unscheduled shutdown of the fuel system
occurs, stopping themovementof coal through the silo,
many plants have used CO to prevent a �re from2

starting by inerting the silos at this time. The operation
of the system in this case is essentially the same, butwith
emphasis on getting CO into the coal itself, where2

spontaneous ignition would be expected to start.

Iner ting System Design Considerations

When CO vapor is being used to inert portions of2

a coal grinding, processing and storage system, the
design parameters are not well de�ned.

The vapor can be introduced into various pieces
of equipment individually or in a variety of combina-
tions. At the same time the required rate of application
is not �xed for any individual piece of equipment. No

2

dard #12. Therefore, the system designer attempts to
developasystemthat can functionproperly atminimum
�ow rates when little inerting is required, while at the
same time be able to deal with the guesstimated
maximum �ow situation.

Since the system involves a single �xed piping
systemwith a single �ow restricting ori�ce scheme, and
the pressures on these ori�ces will vary with �ow rate,
we use an approach that allows the plant operator to
manage the �ow.

Experience isusedtoestimatea reasonableamount
of time inwhich to apply the inerting CO vapor needed.2

This establishes a base rate. Ori�ces are sized for �ow
at this rate.

The exactness of this CO �ow rate is not critical.2

If an actual application �ow rate higher or lower than
that which is used in the design occurs, no Standard is
violated. The system performance is not compromised
– there is no pass/fail criteria.

It should be understood that compromises in the
system design process are necessary. The vaporization
equipment has a rated output capacity at certain stated
conditions. Using thatmaximum capacity as a basis for
all phases of the system design of piping and nozzles
can present undesirable conditions for minimum �ow.
Therefore, the designer seeks a middle ground and,
using throttling valves, he gives the operator the ability
to control the �ow to a desirable level for the inerting
needed at the time.

Monitoring of �owquantities by the installation of
a �owmeter in the outlet line is not necessary; even if
the�owvaries slightly from that expected, the variation
will not e�ect the system performance as long as the
required CO level is reached in a reasonable time2

period.
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